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Issue 47 

Synagogue Renewal 
 

In this issue … 
  
In Shabbat Toldot, the readings introduce the third Hebrew generation, the twins Esau and Jacob.  Inserted in the chapter 
between the tales of their stormy relationship is the only Biblical account devoted to the adult Isaac, a man who repeats 
the same journeys and actions of his father Abraham, even re-digging the same wells. The second and third Hebrew 
generations juxtapose conservatism and tumultuousness, and remind us that maintaining a tradition over the 
generations involves preservation, at times, and radical change, at times. 
 
Within our congregation’s generations, synagogue leaders have built and rebuilt the synagogue inside and out. They have 
maintained buildings after fire damage, leaky roofs, cracked masonry, peeling paint, outmoded heating, electrical and 
plumbing. Sometimes changes were made based upon changes within the congregation. In 1879, just seventeen years 
after building Brooklyn’s first synagogue, the congregation renovated the Boerum Place Synagogue, reconfigured the 
sanctuary’s interior, removing the central reading table, reorienting the pews to all face the new Bima located at the front 
and eliminating the women’s galleries. The relocation of the synagogue in 1905 from Boerum Place to the current facility, 
a former church built in 1855, included relocating the Ark. This issue reviews the congregation’s major projects and the 
consecration programs held at each project’s beginning and end.   
 
The Journal focuses on the congregation’s most extensive project during the last one hundred years, the Goldman 
Educational Center. A photo montage of the Renewal Project documents the dire condition of the building before renewal, 
the construction site, project leaders, celebratory events and donor recognition. The Campaign brochure told an old 
Talmudic tale about a wizened farmer planting a fig tree and a young man who asks why. “You will never live long enough 
to taste its fruit.” The farmer replies, “Perhaps. But my children will. Their children will. And their children’s children will.” 
The congregation, as the synagogue’s stewards, renews it “In trust for future generations“. 
 
At the groundbreaking ceremony November 18, 2003 Rabbi Sam Weintraub recalled the story of Jacob awakening after 
his dream, taking the stone from under his head and vowing, “This stone which I have set up as a pillar shall become a 
house of God” (Genesis 28:10ff.) Rabbi Weintraub said, “Today, like Jacob, we are privileged to consecrate stones and to 
imagine the future with reverence and hope. Today, where our building formerly stood, we now have a view of Heaven.”  
 
We include the speech that Renewal Committee Chairman Howard Schneider delivered at the dedication of the Sol and 
Lillian Goldman Educational Center, in which he reviews the history of the four million dollar project, the leadership, 
professionals and friends. President Susan Rifkin provides a brief update on plans to restore our sanctuary    

 
Special thanks to: Rabbi Samuel Weintraub; the Brooklyn Daily Eagle Online™, Brooklyn Public Library; 
www.brooklynpubliclibrary.org/eagle, Brooklyn Public Library, The Brooklyn Collection. 
 
Carol Levin, Editor   
HistoricalJournal@KaneStreet.org 
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Renewal and Rededication  
 
Atlantic Street Synagogue (see Issue 1: Beginnings) 

! 1856 – Dedication of 155 Atlantic Street, an existing brownstone storefront as Synagogue 
 
Boerum Place Synagogue (see Issue 2: Brooklyn’s First Synagogue) 

! January 1862 - Lay cornerstone at State Street and Boerum Place property 

! September 1862 – Consecrate synagogue 

! September 1879 – Dedication services after reconfiguration of layout and new vestibule extension.  
! April 1889 – Dedication of synagogue after building repairs that included a new roof, vestibule and double 

entrance way, increased seating capacity and redecoration.    
 
Harrison Street Synagogue (see Issue 7: Harrison Street Synagogue) 

! 1905 - Dedicate Synagogue at 236 Harrison Street – Install Ark from Boerum Place Synagogue; One of the first 
projects is to replace the primitive toilet facility, installing a tile floor and ceramic fixtures. This was just the 
beginning of many, many renovations.  

! 1906:  The Sunday school building is wired for electricity. 
! 1911 - Synagogue rededicated after a complete renovation that included the installation of a new pulpit, electric 

lights, ten stained glass windows and two bronze menorahs 
! 1917 - The Jewish Circle installs a new medallion art window with a Star of David above the Aron Hakodesh. The 

bima wall is painted in neo-classical ropes and cornucopia. Memorial plaques are installed.  
! 1922 - A steam heating system is installed in the Sanctuary and school building. 
! 1923 - Fire nearly destroys the school building. Install “temporary” partitions within a few months time.  
! 1928 - Dedication of the new Harrison Street Synagogue- the 55-year-old buildings in great need of repair, 

Building Fund established and board recognizes subscribers of $250 or upwards on a marble tablet inscribed with 
the donors’ names.  

 
Kane Street Synagogue (In 1928 Harrison Street is renamed Kane Street) 

! 1929 – Julius Kahn supervises Sanctuary renovation, replacing illuminated medallion window with stained glass 
Ten Commandments, removes painted tablets from the top of the Ark, paints bima wall ochre with floral border 
and trompe l’oeil stone walls.   

! September 11, 1933 – Board minutes document numerous proposals for work, estimated costs, work proposed 
but not approved, and problems with workmanship. “They gave out the work to repair the two towers for the sum 
of $550.”  

! October 16, 1933 - The building committee reported the completion of the towers and that “the cement work on 
the schule wall needed repairing.” Subsequent minutes do not mention repairing the walls.  

! August 5, 1946 - Minutes reported that there was, “a contract signed with the Del Juidice Construction Co for 
brownstone work in the Synagogue, including steps for $14,200. Work to start by 8/6.”  

! September 8
, 
1946 - Minutes confirm that the work was completed, but the board was unhappy about the lack of 

uniformity in the color of the brownstone.  
! 1947 – The Scroll reports “With the approach of milder weather, work on our Synagogue, which had been 

temporarily suspended during the winter months, has now been resumed. .. GIVE “for the sake of the House of 

Our God” 

! August 25, 1952 minutes indicate that the exterior doors were originally in a wood finish. They refer to “a savings 
of $75 to have Julius Kahn paint them a solid color instead of graining.”  

! 1953 – January rededication of Synagogue after six-year $40,000 renovation to refortify both buildings, enclose 
tower windows, refinish stone masonry in brown stucco and paint the Sanctuary interior. Plaque in vestibule 
commemorates donors to the project.  

! 1975 - A chapel is constructed and named The Belth Room in honor of Herman & Florence Belth.  
! 1977 -The Community Room is renovated with new walls, ceiling and lighting. 
! 1982 – Restore stained glass windows.   
! 1984 - Paint Sanctuary in shades of pink, burgundy, white and blue and install new chandeliers. The pews are not 

painted as a cost saving measure.   
! 1991 - Judith R. Greenwald and Leonard Wasserman prepare proposal to rehabilitate the “School” Building, but 

no action is taken.  
! 1995 - Refurbish bima and vestibule furnishings. Dedication service acknowledges grant from the Sol Goldman 

Charitable trust.    
! 1998 - A committee forms to gather support for major fundraising to renovate the Community Building. This group 

is the forerunner of the Renewal Committee. Renovate Community Room and install air conditioning. 
 



Renewal Project Milestones 
! May 2000 - Commission Tesoro Architects to conduct Building Conditions Survey and Feasibility Study 
! June 21, 2000  - Present Renewal Proposal at Annual Meeting 
! August 2000   - Receive two $5000 matching grants for Building Conditions Survey and Feasibility Study from the 

New York Landmarks Conservancy and the Herman Goldman Foundation.  
! August 2000 - Commission Fundraising Campaign Feasibility Study with Development Consultants Inc. 
! September 12, 2001 - Renewal Committee votes to go forward. The Congregation commits to the rebuilding of its 

Community Building.  The 20-week capital campaign had begun the week before 9/11.  
! October 21, 2001 - Kick-off Renewal Campaign. The theme L’dor Vador, From Generation to Generation, 

resonates. Over two hundred gifts are made; more than three million dollars is raised, including a grant of one 
million dollars from the Lillian Goldman Charitable Trust.  

! May 2002 - Edson USA commences Sanctuary structural repairs and install restrooms.   
! July 2003 - Receive Landmarks Preservation Commission approval and Buildings Department construction permit 

to build a three-story building behind the two-story stone façade and to add a connector building.  Levien & Co are 
engaged as project managers.   

! August 2003 - Receive construction loan from Signature Bank 
! November 18, 2003 - Gather for ground-breaking, "Setting the Stone" 
! September 2004 - Receive Temporary Certificate of Occupancy 
! October 24, 2004 - Dedicate Sol & Lillian Goldman Educational Center 
! November 2005 to February 2006 - A team of architects and engineers under the supervision of Kaitsen Woo 

Architect P.C. assess the Sanctuary’s condition and recommend a comprehensive scope of repairs and 
improvements.   

! October 20, 2006 – Receive matching grant of $350,000.00 from New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and 
Historic Places to be used for a new Sanctuary roof and restoration of the stained glass windows, front doors and 
steps.  

 



 



 



 



A Brief History  
by Howard Schneider 
The  Renewal Chairman delivered this speech at the Dedication of the Goldman Educational Center on October 24, 2004.  

 

Seven years ago almost to the day, I was sitting in the administrative office on the second floor of the old Community 
Building with Mike Shelanski, a stalwart member of this congregation as well as a neighbor across the street.  We said to 
each other, do you think we could possibly raise $100,000 to replace the paper-thin partitions separating the office, the 
rabbi’s study, the four or five classrooms, and then give it all a new coat of paint?  The partitions – gaps and all – had 
served us well – or more truthfully, not so well – for more than seventy-five years in a building that was fast approaching 
its 150

th
 anniversary, and this seemed like the least we could do under the circumstances. 

 
As it turned out, that project was never undertaken.  We concluded that the rickety staircase and many other problems 
and shortcomings with that building made it pointless to embark on such patchwork repairs.  Instead, after due 
consideration, the Synagogue Board of Trustees authorized a formal conditions survey of the entire property – the 
Sanctuary, the 2-story Community Building, and the rear-connecting kitchen building.  We engaged Tesoro Architects to 
conduct the conditions survey, and their graphically illustrated report emboldened us to embark on the Renewal Project 
and the Capital Campaign. Whether taken separately or together, this Project and the associated fundraising campaign 
were the most significant such efforts in this Congregation in the one hundred years that we have happily occupied these 
premises. 
 
The theme of our Capital Campaign is “from generation to generation”.  Every current member of this congregation 
inherited a beautiful Sanctuary and a tolerable Community Building from prior generations of members, all without paying 
any rent or mortgage payments and with only a bare minimum of maintenance.  In the meantime: This, the oldest 
continuous Jewish congregation in Brooklyn and all of Long Island, has restored itself from a period of bare survival in the 
1950s and ‘60s; Brownstone Brooklyn has blossomed; and Cobble Hill has become a seven-figure real-estate destination.   
In 2001 our property was probably worth $5 million and yet the Community Building in particular was hardly adequate for 
our activities and aspirations - - and as we came to learn, was close to having its rear wall and its kitchen walls collapse. 
 
Now all those shortcomings and problems with the Community Building have been totally resolved as we come together 
to dedicate the wonderful – shall I say, miraculous? –Sol and Lillian Goldman Educational Center.  It’s all brand new, yet 
with the original granite façade wonderously uncovered, restored, and preserved.  
 
As everyone here knows, none of this happened by chance.  It took huge quantities of worry, sacrifice, inspiration, 
generosity, and effort ... as well as luck and answered prayers.  The $4 million Renewal Project and the Capital Campaign 
have not been a religious effort as such, but they have been inspired by the desire to create an appropriate setting for our 
religious life, our educational requirements, our social gatherings, and our sharing with the larger community. 
 
Today we have come together to thank everyone who has helped to make the Goldman Educational Center a reality.  
Every donor of time or money, large or small, has made an essential contribution to getting this project completed.  The 
Renewal Committee especially wants to express our deep appreciation to our late member Lillian Goldman and her family 
for an extraordinarily generous grant of $1 million from her Charitable Trust. We also want to warmly thank Joe and Diane 
Steinberg for their major donation and dedication of the lovely atrium (which will be even more lovely when it’s 
completed).  Standing here in the Synagogue, we recall that the Eternal Light above the ark has been dedicated in loving 
memory of our treasurer, past president, and chazzan, Bob Weinstein – through the generosity of his bequest after his 
years were cut off much too early.  As another example, we thank the Stulberg family for dedicating the access ramp at 
our new central front door, a dedication with special meaning for their son Joey. 
 
At the same time the Renewal Committee also wishes to thank each and every one of the 275 other members and friends 
who have made their own pledges and gifts of $100, $1000, $10,000, or $100,000 or more.  No one wants to be the only 
donor.  Everyone wants to give to a cause that many others value, support and will help to maintain.  As many of you 
know, of course, one of the handbooks from our oral tradition in Judaism is Pirkei Avot, the Ethics of the Fathers.  At one 
point it considers the reactions of four different types of people who are asked to give to charity.  The pious person, 
according to Pirkei Avot, is the one who both wants to contribute and wants others to contribute.  In that spirit: The name 
of every single donor is recorded in today’s dedication program. The name of every donor of $2500 or more also appears 
on the Community Plaque in the lobby of the Goldman Educational Center. Nearby are individual plaques that many of the 
larger donors have selected to honor their specific dedications.    
   
As a congregation and a community, we also want to thank our professionals in this Project and Campaign:  Our visionary 
- Andrew Tesoro Architects; Development Consultants Incorporated, whose experience guided our capital campaign; Our 
superb general contractor Edson USA – look carefully at the quality of their work; Owner’s representative Levien & 
Company, who kept us on budget and pretty much on time, while also preserving our sanity, and Signature Bank – our 
construction and mortgage lender. For each of these professional firms, I especially add their dedicated staffs and 



  

subcontractors, a number of whom have joined us today.  Even for them, this has been a labor of love, and it shows.  
Being surrounded by well-designed and well-constructed space – whether old like this Sanctuary you are sitting in, or new 
like the Goldman Center you are about to experience – is like being surrounded by fine music; it stirs the spirit and 
soothes the soul. 
 
We also want to thank our neighbors on Kane Street and Tompkins Place for their patience during the extended period of 
construction.  We hope that they and other members of the Cobble Hill community will see our new buildings as, in part, a 
gift to them as well.  
 
This honor roll of appreciation would not be complete without mentioning the more than seventy volunteers from among 
our members and friends who have helped to run and staff the Capital Campaign and the Renewal Project.  (I especially 
have to add the half dozen people who were in the Goldman Center last night doing an extra dusting and mopping.)  You 
will find all their names as you turn the pages of the Dedication journal.   Here I include: our dear Rabbi Sam Weintraub, 
who has always made sure that in the intensity of our efforts, we do not lose sight of the spiritual and humanistic elements 
of our endeavor; the very hardworking Congregation presidents over the past seven years - past presidents Ellen Bowin, 
Ralph Kleinman, and most recently Danny Magill, and our current president Don Olenick.  Each of them has placed the 
Renewal Project at the top of their agendas, and has given it their fullest personal energy and support; the board, 
educational directors, and staff of our Prozdor, our Hebrew School, who have managed to continue to educate our 
children smoothly in spite of operating in temporary space for the past two years; and our office manager Linda Mahler, 
who has probably put in more hours than everyone else combined.  
 
Special thanks go to: my long-contributing and long-suffering colleagues on the Renewal Committee; the Capital 
Campaign volunteers including the Recognition Subcommittee; the members of the Building and Space Use Committee 
including the specialized volunteer teams on design, kitchen, and décor.   
 
In particular, among all the volunteers I have to make special note of four people who have truly been “without whom”.  
We often say that no one is irreplaceable, but frankly I don’t know who would have been able to fill the many roles that 
each of these four people have managed and carried out on our behalf over the past seven years:  They are: Susan Rifkin 
and Ellen Bowin, co-chairs of the Building and Space Use Committee. Ellen, of course, was president when the Renewal 
efforts were first organized and energized.  Susan has just assumed new responsibilities as our executive vice president.  
Working together over the past four years, they have selflessly overseen the planning and the execution of the 
construction effort every step of the way.  Judy Greenwald, a past president, Congregation historian, and real-estate 
maven.  She has been one of the constant sparkplugs and tireless leaders of our Capital Campaign and this Renewal 
Project, culminating close to 40 years of constant devotion to the Kane Street Synagogue.  (Unfortunately, Judy had to be 
away today in Los Angeles at a family wedding.)  Carol Levin, head of the Recognition and Design Committees as well as 
of the History Project that has grown so fortuitously and so amazingly out of the Renewal effort.  Her historical exhibition, 
which is of museum quality, is on display next door in the chapel.  It offers wonderful insights into past generations of 
Brooklyn Jews who walked through these doors in the 20th century and those of our prior premises in the 19th century. 
 
Susan, Ellen, Judy, and Carol, many of us have made this project the biggest single financial contribution of our lives, but 
without your truly heroic efforts it would all still be “a work in progress”, or perhaps even a just good idea that petered out, 
like the Second Avenue Subway.  Every donor and every member of this Congregation and the larger community are 
eternally in your debt for bringing it all together. 

 

Now that we have successfully completed the Sol & Lillian Goldman Educational Center, our attention can turn to 
this beautiful and historic Sanctuary.  This treasure we are heir to needs to be preserved for ourselves and future 
generations.  With G-d's help and your continued inspiration and support, this can and will be done.  Thank you one and 
all. 



 



Next Steps – Restoring the Sanctuary 
President Susan Rifkin reports about plans to preserve the Sanctuary Building.  
 

2005 will be remembered in Kane Street’s history as the year we completed the renovation of the Goldman Educational 
Center.  Our new building has reinvigorated our Hebrew school and educational programs, enabled us to start a 
preschool, given us a wonderful social space and permitted people with disabilities to travel throughout our building 
unimpeded. 
 
Yet, we can’t rest on this success. In 2006 Kaitsen Woo Architects completed a comprehensive condition survey of our 
historic Sanctuary Building. We were not surprised to learn that we must make major structural repairs to maintain the 
integrity of this beloved building. Past Presidents Ellen Bowin and Judith Greenwald and long time Vice-President Howard 
Schneider are spearheading this project. 
 
So, we’ve started to plan how to proceed, how to start yet another major building project. But this time we are faced with 
different challenges. We can’t just tear down our beloved Sanctuary. The building itself demands respect. Historic 
preservation and restoration can be more expensive than ordinary construction and our congregation’s resources are 
already stretched.  We are lucky that one of our members, Ann-Isobel Friedman, is extremely knowledgeable about 
historic preservation and she has become our unofficial advisor. 
 
We decided to reach out to organizations and government agencies that fund historic restoration projects for assistance. 
Last spring we submitted our first grant application to the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Places. 
We were bold enough to ask for the maximum matching grant of $350,000.00 to be used to replace our roof and restore 
our stained glass windows, front doors and steps. We were advised that few applicants receive grants the first time they 
apply and that we were unlikely to receive the full amount of the grant. But we had faith! On October 20, 2006, we were 
formally notified that we had been awarded a matching grant for the full amount requested: $350,000!! 
 
Now all we have to do is raise the matching $350,000!  
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Brooklyn Eagle;  Apr 8, 1889;   Page 1
 

 











 



      







 


